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Sustainable Olympic Development: A Proposed
Benchmark for Managing Economic Outcomes

Timothy Koba, Hua Gong, Walker J. Ross and John Grady

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management, University of South Carolina, Columbia,
SC, USA

ABSTRACT
No other sporting event possesses the grandeur of the Olympics,
and few other development projects demonstrate the lack of cost
containment as the Olympics which leaves local residents paying
the debt and maintenance of a venue they may never use.
Legacy planning is an important consideration for the hosting of
the Olympics, but one that does not always receive adequate
consideration resulting in the “white elephant phenomenon.” This
study therefore looked to analyze the cost of hosting the
Olympics compared to the economic activity in the host commu-
nity in order to better inform public policy on the issues of sus-
tainability and legacy, in particular. We are proposing a metric
that helps to measure the costs that Olympic hosting has on the
host community and provide a benchmark for containing those
costs in terms of budgeting, construction and legacy planning for
the Games. Consequently, the IOC can institute policy changes for
project management that assist host cities in establishing a
budget cap for venue development while simultaneously seeking
to reduce the crippling debt that has accompanied them in the
past.

奥林匹克运动会的可持续发展：解决经济问题的拟定标准

没有哪个运动赛事会像奥运会那么盛大和壮观, 也很少有开发项
目会像奥运会一样缺少成本控制, 这让奥运会主办城市的居民既
要偿还债务, 还要负责场地维护, 而那些运动场地他们可能永远都
用不上。举办奥运会需要认真规划的重要一项就是赛后场馆的利
用。但是, 人们有时候没有做好充足的考虑和规划, 导致赛后场馆
变成鸡肋。本研究旨在参照研究奥运会主办城市的经济概况探讨
举办奥运会的成本问题, 以期增加对公共政策的了解, 尤其是可持
续发展和赛后场馆使用的问题。本文提出帮助奥运会举办城市测
算成本的标准, 并提供在资金预算、场地建设及赛后场馆规划方
面控制开支的办法。因此, 国际奥林匹克委员会可以调整项目管
理方面的政策, 协助奥运会举办城市明确运动场馆资金预算的最
高限额, 与此同时, 协助其降低陈年的债务问题。
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1. Introduction

As sport mega events like the Olympic Games have increased in their popularity and
scale, so have the burdens of hosting such events. A unique feature of mega events
and the Olympic Games compared to other events and developments is the concept
of legacy and facility (re)use. While other civic projects typically serve a specific need
for the community, the decision to host a mega event is often not as obvious
(Coakley & Souza, 2013), nor does it provide a positive effect for the host, despite
claims to the contrary (Agha & Taks, 2015). The lack of planning for mega-events is
not often encountered outside of the sports world; indeed, it is a rarity even in the
sport world where most sport venues are typically constructed to meet the needs of
an already-established tenant. The lack of a clearly defined future legacy contributes
to the difficulty cities have had in curtailing costs and the subsequent construction of
projects that lie dormant after hosting an event of the size and scale of the Olympics.
Moreover, mega events require the use of resources beyond the host’s capacity to sup-
ply. This results in the host community not maximizing revenue gains as resources,
including people, are hired and brought in from other regions to satisfy the demand
(Agha & Taks, 2015; Taks, 2013).

While it is common to overrun costs on a development due to changes in
price of materials, time pressures, and payment delays, the overrun is typically
modest, and as many as 10-20% of total projects come in under budget
(Flyvbjerg, Budzier, & Stewart, 2016). The same cannot be said of sport mega-
events, where the cost overrun may exceed 100% of the budgeted cost, which
leaves the public footing the bill of those overruns (Flyvbjerg et al., 2016).This
issue is often coupled with the fact that sport mega events often bring worldwide
attention and focus to the host community (Horne, 2007; Roche, 2000). Only in
hosting sporting mega-events is this lack of cost containment and planning toler-
ated, but, as evidenced from protests regarding extravagant spending, even sport is
not immune (Goldblatt, 2016).

As an example of such mega event hosting issues, the Olympic Games are the
largest mega-event in sport (Muller, 2015), but suffer from ongoing concerns
regarding their cost (Baade & Matheson, 2016), construction (Dodd & Sathasivam,
2010), management (MacAloon, 2008) and legacy (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018).
The two concerning trends as a result of hosting the Games are the cost overruns
that occur as the host city attempts to create ever more grandiose venues
(Flyvbjerg & Stewart, 2012) and the “white elephants” (Robinson & Torvik, 2005)
that are the direct result of that grandiosity in venue construction (Cashman,
2002; Mangan, 2008). As the Games continue to grow in size of total sports, ath-
letes, media representatives and scale, the host cities have used the opportunity to
host the Games as a way of creating elaborate plans to showcase their home as
the next Olympic City (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018). Unlike other civic projects,
the decision to bid and subsequently host the Olympic Games provides unique
challenges that the organizers must surmount; namely the ever-increasing cost of
hosting coupled with the short duration of the Games themselves. Making deci-
sions without consideration of the city’s future capacity or benefit of the residents
of the host city leads to extravagant spending on projects that are, ultimately,
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unnecessary (Chalip, Green, Taks, & Misener, 2017). Cities choosing to bid also
make those decisions based on overestimated benefits and suffer from lack of
accountability during the process (Horne, 2007).

The White Elephant conundrum is not a legacy that either the host city or the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) want to see happen, so the IOC has created
an expectation, at least on paper, that host cities plan for sustainability and the legacy
of the Games they host (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018). Unfortunately, the history of the
games shows that the long-term sustainability goals for the venues have often not
been achieved, which leaves the taxpayers in the host cities to foot the bill for stadi-
ums that lay dormant and decaying (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018; Farber, 2017). When
a host city is chosen, that city then signs the Host City Contract and is expected to
meet the requirements of that contract by delivering the facilities (Newman, 2007),
adequately planning and paying for that construction (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018)
and implementing a post-Games repurposing of those venues (Liao & Pitts, 2006). In
actuality, however, the decision to host the games is generally not made after a com-
prehensive feasibility study and the construction process is mired in strategic miscal-
culations, poor planning (Dodd & Sathasivam, 2010; Papanikolaou, 2013) and lack of
community involvement (Taks, 2013). These white elephants are constructed for the
Games with limited thought to their future usage, whereas smaller events are chosen
based, in part, on their benefit to the host city in terms of future use (Taks, 2013). A
development of alternative projects of the scale of the Olympics, that faced the same
financial pitfalls and opportunity costs, would be met with civic upheaval.
Communities want to host the Olympics, and almost no other event in the world
comes with the prestige of being an Olympic City. So, cities are willing to spend, and
over-spend, to make their Olympics successful. This is the power and allure of
becoming an “Olympic City.”

A successful legacy plan is one in which the infrastructure and venues neces-
sary for the Games coincide with a master plan for host city that integrates the
Games into the larger land, resource and development process (Liao & Pitts,
2006). The IOC’s role in this process remains dubious. Previously, they have
focused on the construction and subsequent management of the actual Games
(Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018) and not about the long-term legacy that those Games
have on the city. This may be because the IOC understands that it should not be
making decisions regarding the best interests of a city it does not govern
(International Olympic Committee [IOC], 2014). Yet, if the legacy of hosting the
Olympic Games is one of positive urban redevelopment and sustainable venues,
then the IOC may have to take a more active role in how they evaluate bids and
include language in the host city contract that incentives legacy planning and
holds cities accountable for doing so.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: a discussion of the meaning of leg-
acy, leverage and sustainability, a history of the Games including legacy and white
elephants, the economic impact of the Olympic Games, the host city contract and
potential ways that the IOC can improve its policies including the addition of object-
ive metrics to assist the host cities in successfully creating a positive long-term
Olympic legacy.
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2. What is Legacy?

It is important to have a clear understanding of what legacy is and why it is import-
ant to the Olympic Movement. As the IOC notes themselves, “despite the work done
so far by the IOC, the perception of the legacy of the Olympic Games remains
challenging” (IOC, 2017, p. 2). Preuss (2007) offers a definition that could be applied
to any sport event context: legacy is “all planned and unplanned, positive and nega-
tive, intangible and tangible structures created by and for a sport event that remain
for a longer time than the event itself” (p. 211). More specifically, the IOC defines
legacy as follows: “Olympic legacy is the result of a vision. It encompasses all the tan-
gible and intangible long-term benefits initiated or accelerated by the hosting of the
Olympic Games/sport events for people, cities/territories and the Olympic
Movement” (IOC, 2018a, p. 5). It should be noted that IOC legacy documents only
frame legacy as being a benefit to the host community rather than also discussing the
negative legacies as well (IOC, 2016). Macrury (2008) argues that there are two per-
spectives when viewing legacy: (1) commodity dealing with cost-benefit analysis, eco-
nomic impact and (2) gift which evaluates the soft legacies of city reputation, civic
pride and socio-cultural phenomena. However, this framework suffers flaws in the
presentation via the failure to measure said gift legacy. It also fails to discuss the peo-
ple displacement that has occurred as a result of hosting the Games or the opportun-
ity costs that the host city undertakes in supporting it. So, while he attempted to
conceptualize the perspectives to view legacy, he was unable to propose a meaningful
way to measure it. Another hurdle in identifying and measuring the Olympic legacy
is that the host city organizing committee (OCOG) disbands after two years, which is
not long enough to fully implement, measure or track the impact that the Games
have had (Mangan, 2008). This then begs the question does the IOC have the ability
to monitor and control the agents (host cities) as posited by Geeraert and Gauthier
(2018)? The latter sections of this paper are dedicated to discussing what role the
IOC has in enforcing the host city contract and ensuring an adequate and sustainable
legacy comes to fruition. However, while the IOC focuses on the legacy aspect of the
Games, other researchers have discussed a different lens from which to view the deci-
sion to host the Games, and their subsequent impact.

3. Shifting from Legacy to Leverage

In his work, Chalip (2014) highlights the shortcomings of legacy as:(1) the event is
paramount and legacy is a secondary goal, (2) the organizing committee is disbanded
approximately two years after the conclusion of the Games and (3) limited inclusion
of host community agencies, businesses and organizations to oversee strategic usage
of the event. Chalip (2014) further posits a new paradigm of legacy that views every
event as enhancing the strategic goals of the community. The legacy focus came into
view following the 2000 Sydney Olympics when organizers were looking to view the
Games in a more holistic manner rather than the usual measure of economic
impact alone.

The shift from a legacy to a leverage paradigm involves community strategizing
long before an event to determine the ideal host city’s product and service mix
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(Chalip, 2017). In this manner leverage can be viewed as the ex ante strategic integra-
tion of management, marketing and finance. Businesses and community leaders work
proactively to evaluate the goals of the community and look for events that meet
those long-term goals, taking into account the current and future infrastructure,
venue, hospitality and business needs of the community. Only events that enhance
this larger community vision, and need, are then bid on by the community. This is
different than legacy, which is ex post, and looks to evaluate the impact of the event
once it has concluded without consideration for the event’s fit in the community
vision (Chalip, 2017). Currently, bid pressure is usually initiated by a minority of
business elites using political sway to push their agenda, often against the best inter-
ests of the community, without consideration for the future (Zimbalist, 2015).

As hosting mega events are not profitable (Baade & Matheson, 2016), other rea-
sons must exist for the hosting of an event (Chalip, 2006). One such rationale for the
hosting of events is Liminality. Having origins in anthropology, liminality is the sense
of community celebration and social interaction (Chalip, 2014). The event can, there-
fore, be viewed as a vehicle in which social issues can be aligned to invigorate the
community, as well as to stimulate interest for visitors to attend. A leveraged
approach to event hosting is the strategic planning of how an event can be used to
enhance the community, while legacy is the deciding what to do after the event has
been bid on without complete strategic integration.

4. Sustainability

While thus far ignoring the discourse on leverage, the IOC instead focuses attention
on legacy and sustainability, which are intertwined for the IOC and are often written
into the same sections of IOC documents as well as the Host City Contract (HCC).
Due to this relationship, it is important to have a clear definition of sustainability
and what that means for events and event legacies. Sustainability in its broadest use
has been defined as “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on
Environment and Development, 1987, p. 16). The Olympic Games have been chal-
lenged to become more sustainable due to their ever-increasing size and impact on
host communities (Cavagnaro, Postma, & Neese, 2012). However, this first definition
of sustainability is too broad and does not provide a clear enough application to
events and the challenges that the Olympic Games specifically face. As such, it is
worthwhile to consider a definition of sustainability that is more applied to events.
Cavagnaro et al. (2012) provide such a definition where sustainability in event man-
agement “impacts positively on people, planet, and profit, and thus contributes to ful-
fill the economic, socio-cultural, and environmental needs of all involved
stakeholders, including the host community” (p. 201-202). This definition shows us
that sustainability for the Olympics games must positively impact all stakeholders to
the Games, which certainly includes the host community even if individuals in that
community are not shareholders in the Games. In other words, if the Olympics wish
to create positive sustainable outcomes for host communities, they need to better
ensure that positive post-games legacies are accounted for by the OCOG. The
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Olympic Movement has committed itself to sustainability and decreasing its negative
impact on host communities (Ross & Leopkey, 2017). In fact, it is written into the
HCC that both sustainability and legacy are important for the IOC, Olympic Games,
host city, and general Olympic Movement. The 2022 Winter Games Host City con-
tract for Beijing states the following requirement regarding sustainability and legacy:

The City, the NOC and the OCOG undertake to carry out their obligations and activities
under this Contract in a manner which embraces the concept of sustainable development,
and which serves to promote the protection of the environment. In particular, the concept
of sustainable development shall address the legacy of the Games, including the concerns
for post-Olympic use of venues and other facilities and infrastructures… (IOC, 2015,
p. 23)

Despite this strong language in the HCC, there remains little accountability for the
appropriate Games stakeholders to follow through on those positive and sustainable
legacies (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018). Once the games conclude, what mechanisms
hold OCOGs, host cities, and the IOC accountable for ensuring that these positive,
sustainable legacies exist? This remains to be addressed.

5. Olympic Development History

The modern Olympic Games were started in 1896 but were initially thought to be
too small to meaningfully impact the host community and natural environment (Ross
& Leopkey, 2017). Yet, host cities and nations were somewhat quick to catch on the
use of the Olympic platform for legacy creation (e.g., the 1936 Nazi Olympic Games
in Berlin). However, it was the 1960 Games in Rome that started the trend of leverag-
ing the Olympic Games for urbanization and large scale construction as a result of
hosting (Liao & Pitts, 2006). Since that time, the Olympic Games have continued to
grow with increasing numbers of events, increasing demands on host cities for the
construction of venues and operation of the events, housing for the athletes and
media sponsors, as well as increased revenue to the IOC in terms of broadcasting
rights and sponsorships (Liao & Pitts, 2006; McBride, 2018; Preuss, 2002). In order to
be able to meet the competitive needs it is often necessary for host cities to undertake
general infrastructure and transportation projects in addition to the venue costs
(Dodd & Sathasivam, 2010; McBride, 2018; Preuss, 2018) as evidenced by the 1964
Tokyo Games where the actual venue construction was only 3% of the total construc-
tion costs (Liao & Pitts, 2006). The size and scope of hosting the Olympics has grown
so vast that every Olympics since 1960 has overrun costs where pre and post data is
available (Flyvbjerg & Stewart, 2012). This has led to the discussion of whether it is
financially feasible for host cities to undertake the hosting of the Olympics since it is
unlikely that the city will benefit from an economic boost post-Games (Baade &
Matheson, 2016; McBride, 2018). As an example of such, Oslo, Stockholm, Lviv, and
Krakow were all potential candidates for the 2022 Winter Olympics that dropped
their efforts as a result of budget fears and public opposition to the hosting of the
Games (Abend, 2014). Pressure to host the Games has come from the business and
developers who stand the most to gain from the subsequent construction (Horne,
2015; Taks, 2013; Zimbalist, 2015), but ultimately the cost of that hosting is born by
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the tax payers whose benefit is questionable (Horne, 2007). Another related concern
is the sustainability of undertaking the construction of Olympic venues and what
impact that has on the environment, the local community and what legacy remains
after the Games are complete (Geeraert & Gauthier, 2018).

As a component of the host city contract, the IOC seeks a legacy, succession, heri-
tage or revisioning of the Olympic Games as a way to both enhance the quality of
the host, the reputation of the Games and a way to increase sport for all (MacAloon,
2008). Unfortunately, what the IOC means by legacy may not be what cities hear,
and their belief in bigger, better, grander facilities that cannot be repurposed after the
conclusion of the Olympic Games has contributed to the rise of white elephants
(MacAloon, 2008). The concern over repurposing venues constructed for the
Olympics is of paramount importance to host cities looking to garner public support
for hosting without crippling them with debt post Games (Newman, 2007). It is quite
possible, however, that the host cities are not adequately prepared to plan and imple-
ment venue succession at a reasonable cost, as exemplified by Montreal’s Olympic
Stadium which was beset by costs that far exceeded their plan and cost the taxpayers
$1.2 billion over 30 years (CBCNews, 2006; Roult & Lefebvre, 2010). Meanwhile, Los
Angeles’s hosting of the 1984 Games was not only profitable (one of the only ones
that was), but the surplus was used as an endowment to fund youth sport programs
in the community for decades after the Games (Wharton, 2016). Interestingly, the
surplus was not planned for, but occurred as a result of taxpayers failing to pass legis-
lation to subsidize the games, thus forcing organizers to utilize existing infrastructure
and recoup all costs (Chalip et al., 2017). This subsequent success of Los Angeles has
prompted other host cities to continue to bid for, and host, the Olympics in hopes
that they too can build a legacy long after their hosting has come to an end. With
this is mind, it is possible to review many of the more recent Olympic Games which
have attempted to plan for legacy planning.

5.1. Sydney 2000

The Sydney Games established a plan to construct the Olympic Stadiums through
private investors to off-set the cost to the tax payers, with the expectation that the
private investors would to be able to benefit from the stadiums following the Games,
but no residents could be found to fill the stadium (Searle, 2002). The government of
New South Wales, the province where Syndey is located, then was forced to take
back control of Stadium Australia, but they were then unable to generate enough rev-
enue to cover the costs, as well as competing against other state owned facilities, with
the result that the stadiums were underutilized post Games and the taxpayers were
paying for the ongoing maintenance and management of the empty facilities
(Mangan, 2008; Mitrofanova, Russkova, Batmanova, & Shkarupa, 2015; Searle, 2002).
Unfortunately for Sydney, there are few events in Australia that have need for an
80,000 seat capacity stadium (Searle, 2002). Once the government regained control of
the stadiums they also faced competition from other smaller, government owned
facilities with the result being that they remain underutilized from their initial grand-
eur (Searle, 2002).
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5.2. Athens 2004

The Olympic legacy should involve a long-term perspective that makes use of the
Olympic facilities and integrate them into the life of the city after the games conclude
(Papanikolaou, 2013). When the city of Athens submitted their bid they included
long term tangible and intangible benefits that would result from hosting the games
to win the IOC over, but questions remain as whether those have been achieved
(Papanikolaou, 2013). Post Olympics there has been backlash regarding the significant
amount of public money spent on the construction being likened to a financial bur-
den around the necks of the people referring to the cost to maintain the structures
(Papanikolaou, 2013). Of the 26 Olympic construction projects only four have been
used post Games in Athens (Mitrofanova et al., 2015) with additional commentary
that the Olympics contributed to the debt and financial instability that Greek endured
a few years following their hosting of the Games (McBride, 2018). It has been
acknowledged that there was no strategic plan regarding the use of the facilities after
the Games and that the legacy of the Games of Athens has been anything but positive
(Papanikolaou, 2013).

5.3. Beijing 2008

Beijing’s hosting of the Olympic Games has been one of the most expensive under-
took (Mallon, 2017) with the fabled ‘Bird’s Nest’ alone costing $460 million to build
and requires $10 million a year to maintain (McBride, 2018). To construct the
Olympic venues tens of thousands of people were evicted to complete the planned
projects resulting in another white elephant post Games (Dodd & Sathasivam, 2010).
This pushing of people out coupled with the desire by host cities to use the Games to
spur redevelopment also combine to create gentrification in the city changing the cul-
tural fabric of the very city they are hoping to leverage internationally
(Thornley, 2012).

5.4. London 2012

When London put the bid in for hosting the Olympics Games it coincided with other
regional development projects, as well as the updating of Stratford Station in order to
move patrons quickly and efficiently around London (Dodd & Sathasivam, 2010).
London was also very wary of failing to plan effectively and be left with more white
elephants like they had after constructing the Millennial Stadium (Dodd &
Sathasivam, 2010; Newman, 2007). However, the size of the project quickly became
apparent as cost estimates ballooned from less than £3 billion to more than 9 and
multiple layers of oversight had to be created to manage all the construction projects
(Dodd & Sathasivam, 2010). The original plan called for the main Olympic Stadium
to have seats removed post Games to be sold, as well as the Olympic Village to be
turned into apartments for first time home buyers, however a lack of interest caused
the plan to change to low income to achieve a successful conversion (Dodd &
Sathasivam, 2010). In order to acquire the necessary land to construct the venues res-
idents and businesses were relocated and the subsequent clean up and development
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costs were considerable, coupled with the credit crisis after 2009, this helped to
explain the discrepancy of over £6 billion between the bid estimate and the final cost
(Dodd & Sathasivam, 2010). This has led many to question what the actual legacy of
the Games was (Thornley, 2012).

5.5. Rio 2016

The Olympic Games of Rio de Janeiro have been riddled with concerns of sustain-
ability and white elephants as many of the venues remain empty and falling into
decay (Farber, 2017). The current state of the venues are without power, vandalized
and lacking basic sanitation, let alone the ongoing maintenance or use of those ven-
ues (Farber, 2017). This is part due to the additional challenge that emerging markets
face when bidding on the Games. They typically face higher costs of staging such
events arising from a lack of existing sporting venues and poorer general infrastruc-
ture (Ponomarenko & Plekhanov, 2014). They also face the difficulty of finding com-
petent firms that have expertise in construction, management and the technology to
complete projects of this magnitude (Ponomarenko & Plekhanov, 2014). Indeed, in
order to satisfy the IOC host city requirements Rio had to construct fifteen thousand
new hotel rains, upgrade roads and transportation infrastructure and construct new,
expensive venues in which to host the actual events (McBride, 2018). The result has
been that the city is continuing to pay for facilities that they no longer use, cannot
maintain and could potentially have been to better use elsewhere.

5.6. Winter Games

The focus on the legacy of the Olympic Games is not isolated to the Summer Games,
the Winter Games have had their fair share of questionable impact, as well. Nagano
had to construct new facilities to accommodate new Olympic sports and the subse-
quent increase in athletes (Mitrofanova et al., 2015). When Turin hosted the Games
the initial plan was to sell the Olympic Village rooms as apartments, but a lack of
interest has resulted in the facilities being fenced off and empty. The city of
Vancouver created a $110 million trust to fund the upkeep of the venues, but has
had to take over financing of the Olympic Village when the developer ceased pay-
ment on the loan, potentially costing the City $300 million (CBS, 2014). When Russia
was awarded the 2014 Games in Sochi there was initial concern since the area is not
conducive to the Winter Games and many of the venues were unable to be reused,
resulting in eight white elephants costing between 2.5 and 4 million rubles per year
(Mitrofanova et al., 2015). Even though the cost of the Sochi Olympics is around $50
Billion, this represents only 2.4% of GDP, compared to the 7% of the Athens cost
(Ponomarenko & Plekhanov, 2014). The costs skyrocketed not only from the location
of the games themselves, but from the corruption in the construction process
(Mitrofanova et al., 2015). The recently concluded Olympics in South Korea is the
latest to add their Games to the list of those who’s taxpayers are responsible for the
debt to host, with an annual deficit of $8.5 million to upkeep the facilities that do
not have a legacy plan in place (McBride, 2018). Their novel approach to keeping
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costs under control also includes the deconstruction of some facilities after just four
uses, but this also raises questions both justifying the $60-75 million cost and the dis-
regard for a longer-term legacy use (Eaton, 2018). While South Korea may not have
the white elephants, they do have longer term legacy concerns that some stakeholders
may ask for justification, such as the deforestation of protected land to build the
Olympic downhill ski runs and rerouting a stream to fill a reservoir to make the
requisite snow (Swain, 2018).

6. Operationalizing Legacy Initiatives

In their strategic approach to managing legacy the IOC has outlined four key areas
for addressing legacy: embed legacy throughout the Olympic Games lifecycle, docu-
ment, analyze and communicate the legacy of the Olympic Games, encourage
Olympic legacy celebration and build strategic partnerships (IOC, 2017). In support
of their stated objectives to enhance and embed legacy the IOC mentions legacy as a
part of the signed and agreed upon host city contract in Preamble I “leaving a posi-
tive legacy for the City and Host Country” (IOC, 2013, p. 6), Preamble R concerning
sustainable development (IOC, 2013), Preamble S to “maximize the planning, organ-
izing and staging of the Games so as to create and nurture a positive and lasting
legacy…” (IOC, 2013, p. 7), and in Principals of Planning Organizing and Staging
section 21 regarding sustainable development to protect the environment and address
the legacy of the Games including post-Olympic use of venues and facilities (IOC,
2018b). According the Technical Manual on Venues (2005) the IOC makes several
recommendations regarding the construction of facilities for the Games including, the
sharing of venues, refurbishing venues as needed, only undertaking new construction
if there is a legacy need, using temporary structures if necessary and prevent over-
building, over-servicing and over-spending for the Olympic Games. Yet, despite this
language, systematic cost overruns caused by overestimated benefits and underesti-
mated cost forecasts continue (Horne, 2007).

At issue in the concept of legacy planning for hosting the Olympic Games is the
vague and ambiguous language that the IOC adopts in both its marketing materials
and its host city paperwork coupled with the lack of leverage planning by the host
community. While the IOC has made strides in improving its internal accountability
and its transparency, there remain challenges with how to evaluate success with the
vagueness in the explicit objectives (Chappelet, 2011). As pertaining to legacy and
post-Games facilities usage, what mechanisms and metrics does the IOC use gauge
the achievement of the legacy goal? Moreover, what methods exist for the IOC to
enforce that the legacy planning is being achieved by the host cities? If the host city
contract is a valid and enforceable contract in the eye of the law, then it would stand
to reason that the IOC has the ability to apply pressure on the host city to achieve its
specific objectives if it wishes. What the IOC does make sure that it includes in the
HCC is the threat of pulling the Games from the host city if the product does not
look like it will be delivered on time (IOC, 2013). The IOC also reserves the right, at
their sole discretion, with whether to assist the host city financially in completing the
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developments necessary to the hosting of the Games prior to their completion
(IOC, 2013).

For example, prior to the hosting of the most recent Olympics in PyeongChang,
the analysis specified that according to a Hyundai Research study: “four measures
[were suggested] to enable the PyeongChang 2018 Olympic Winter Games to become
[a] ‘successful economic Olympic Games’” (PyeongChang Organizing Committee,
2016, p. 302). Those four suggestions were (1) suppression of event preparation
expenditure (strict accounting control by central and local governments), (2) mini-
mization of investment of fixed facilities, (3) improvement of ex post availability of
facilities, and (4) maximization of tourists inflow (PyeongChang Organizing
Committee, 2016). In preparation for the games, Gangwon, the headquarters for the
PyeongChang Olympic Games, set a budget total for 2.273Trillion KRW, with a
budget for facilities amounting to 1.367 Trillion KRW (806.3 Trillion KRW for sta-
dium construction and 560.7 Trillion KRW for access roads). Of concern to South
Korea in the construction process was the dual challenge of large capital expenditures
for the construction of the facilities, and the rising, ongoing maintenance cost after
the Games, which has prompted the decision to construct temporary facilities for the
events in an effort to offset deficits (PyeongChang Organizing Committee, 2016
pg. 330).

Following their hosting in 2018, the PyeongChang report (IOC, 2018a) stipulated
two objectives relating to legacy planning. First, “ensure that the legacy vision and
objectives are an integral part of the management of the Games from the early stages
and reflected in the coordination and decision-making processes” (IOC, 2018b,
p. 17). Second, “legacy strategy and its implementation during the preparation of the
Games is a top priority, one that must remain resilient to operational pressures and
political change” (IOC, 2018b, p. 17). While efforts are being made to bring the leg-
acy planning to the forefront of the Olympic Movement, the language is lacking
actionable steps, enforceable items, and specifics for future host cities.

7. Measuring Olympic Cost

The cost and cost overrun of hosting the modern Olympic Games is mounting
(Flyvbjerg et al., 2016). While legacy planning is a significant part of the Olympic
Games, it is crucial for hosting communities to invest money wisely and integrate
strategic plans to manage venues in the aftermath of the Olympic Games. Failure to
adequately plan for the post-event use of the constructed venues has the potential to
enlarge the number of white elephants that currently exist and put pressure on the
community to fund the ongoing maintenance of those structures (Bray, 2011;
Taks, 2013).

To evaluate the financial burden of hosting the Olympic Games, we collect data on
the cost of each Olympic Games and the host country’s GDP and Gross National
Income (GNI) per capita in order to calculate the ratio of the cost to GDP and GNI
per capita. The purpose of collecting this data is to standardize the cost of hosting as
a percentage of total economic activity in the Host City. Collecting and reporting cost
data poses a difficulty since not all the data is available or the methods of reporting
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vary by the host city (Baade & Matheson, 2016; Flyvbjerg et al., 2016). Highlighting
this point is the study conducted by Flyvbjerg et al. (2016) which reveals that, from
1960 to 2016, there are 11 out of 30 Olympic Games (Winter and Summer) where no
reliable complete cost data are officially disclosed. A lack of sufficient cost data may
indicate that that the organizing committees are themselves not clear about the total
cost of hosting, which in turn causes a missed opportunity for the IOC and future
host cities to learn from past decisions regarding cost management.

A further problem regarding cost management is the how cost is calculated. The
IOC suggest three cost categories: operational costs, direct capital cost, indirect capital
costs (Flyvbjerg et al., 2016). The operational cost concerns any cost relevant to run-
ning the Games, for instance, the security cost and the transportation cost. The direct
capital cost contains the spending on the construction of venues for the Games. It is
required by the IOC that the hosting city has to construct or renovate venues to be
capable to host the Olympic Games (IOC, 2013). The indirect capital cost refers to
the cost that is not directly associated with the Games, which include the construc-
tion cost of a new airport or railroad to support hosting the Games. Typically, the
amount of the indirect capital cost is substantial as it involves a large scale of con-
struction projects (Flyvbjerg et al., 2016). Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate the difficulty in
determining the cost. Since the total cost of hosting the games (i.e., the inclusion of

Table 1. Olympic games direct and operational cost and cost overrun in 2018 USD (Flyvbjerg,
Budzier, & Stewart, 2016).
Country Year Country Events Cost, Billion USD Cost Overrun%

Rome 1960 Italy Summer
Tokyo 1964 Japan Summer 0.299
Mexico City 1968 Mexico Summer
Munich 1972 Germany Summer 1.070
Montreal 1976 Canada Summer 6.459 720
Moscow 1980 Soviet Union Summer 6.711
Los Angeles 1984 United States Summer 0.762
Seoul 1988 South Korea Summer
Barcelona 1992 Spain Summer 10.268 266
Atlanta 1996 United States Summer 4.392 151
Sydney 2000 Australia Summer 5.328 90
Athens 2004 Greece Summer 3.119 49
Beijing 2008 China Summer 7.219 2
London 2012 United Kingdom Summer 15.854 76
Rio 2016 Brazil Summer 4.830 51
Squaw Valley 1960 United States Winter
Innsbruck 1964 Austria Winter 0.023
Grenoble 1968 France Winter 0.941 181
Sapporo 1972 Japan Winter 0.124
Innsbruck 1976 Austria Winter 0.125
Lake Placid 1980 United States Winter 0.461 324
Sarajevo 1984 Yugoslavia Winter 118
Calgary 1988 Canada Winter 1.176 65
Albertville 1992 France Winter 2.117 137
Lillehammer 1994 Norway Winter 2.362 277
Nagano 1998 Japan Winter 2.361 56
Salt Lake City 2002 United States Winter 2.671 24
Torino 2006 Italy Winter 4.628 80
Vancouver 2010 Canada Winter 2.692 13
Sochi 2014 Russia Winter 23.203 289

Note. Avg Cost Overrun 156%.
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the direct, indirect and operational costs) can be substantially higher than the direct
cost of hosting alone, both sets of costs are reported.

8. Evaluating Olympic Costs

Based on the direct, indirect, and operational costs, it is possible to create a standar-
dized measure for assessment. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) data was collected
from the World Bank website for the year corresponding to the hosting of the
Games. Next, Gross National Income (GNI) data was collected from the World Bank
website to provide another means of comparison. GDP is typically defined as the total
amount of production for a country, while GNI also includes inflows and outflows
that result from foreign investment and income (dividends, interest), but the two gen-
erally align for the majority of countries (OECD, 2018).

The direct and operational cost data was collected from Flyvbjerg et al. (2016) and
the indirect cost data was collected from Baade & Matheson (2016). Once the data
was collected it was standardized into 2018US dollars and then ratios were performed
calculating the cost of the Olympics to the GDP and the GNI data for the Host
Country. The decision to use host country economic data was made because it is eas-
ier to acquire such data and there is no central databank that collects and stores city
specific economic data, which is a limitation for the analysis of our data.

Table 2. The Olympic games host country’s GDP and GNI per capita in 2018 USD.

City Year Country Events
Country GDP

(2018 Billion USD)
GNI Per Capita
(2018USD)

Rome 1960 Italy Summer 40.385 960
Tokyo 1964 Japan Summer 81.749 800
Mexico City 1968 Mexico Summer 29.364 610
Munich 1972 Germany Summer 298.667 3610
Montreal 1976 Canada Summer 206.576 8690
Moscow 1980 Soviet Union Summer
Los Angeles 1984 United States Summer 4041 16,230
Seoul 1988 South Korea Summer 196.961 4460
Barcelona 1992 Spain Summer 629.202 15,620
Atlanta 1996 United States Summer 8100 30,380
Sydney 2000 Australia Summer 415.666 21,130
Athens 2004 Greece Summer 240.521 19,580
Beijing 2008 China Summer 4598 3100
London 2012 United Kingdom Summer 2662 41,200
Rio 2016 Brazil Summer 1796 8840
Squaw Valley 1960 United States Winter 543.3
Innsbruck 1964 Austria Winter 9.17 1240
Grenoble 1968 France Winter 129.841 2560
Sapporo 1972 Japan Winter 316.979 2710
Innsbruck 1976 Austria Winter 42.96 5980
Lake Placid 1980 United States Winter 2863 13,410
Sarajevo 1984 Yugoslavia Winter
Calgary 1988 Canada Winter 507.384 18,480
Albertville 1992 France Winter 1409 24,010
Lillehammer 1994 Norway Winter 127.131 30,860
Nagano 1998 Japan Winter 4033 34,450
Salt Lake City 2002 United States Winter 10978 37,470
Torino 2006 Italy Winter 1943 34,210
Vancouver 2010 Canada Winter 1613 44,370
Sochi 2014 Russia Winter 2064 14,670
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Nevertheless, the assessment of the cost to the county economic activity allows for a
standardized evaluation of trends in the costs of hosting the Games. The cost of host-
ing compared to the GDP varies from a low of 0.016% for Lake Placid, United States
in 1980 to a high of 3.126% for Montreal, Canada in 1976 (see Table 3 in Appendix)
when evaluating using direct and operational costs alone. The average ratio of direct
and operational cost to GDP is 0.597% with a standard deviation of 0.75.

A second calculation was performed comparing the total cost of hosting to country
GDP, which demonstrates a low of 0.024% for Salt Lake City in 2002 and a high of
6.041% for Athens in 2004, with an average cost to GDP ratio of 1.54% and standard
deviation of 1.70. When including total costs for the hosting, the average ratio of cost
to GDP increases almost a full percentage point from 0.597% to 1.544%, which pro-
vides further evidence for the cost impact of hosting when all costs are included in
the analysis. The total cost to GNI ranges from 0.007% for Salt Lake City to 1.528%
for Beijng with an average cost to GNI of 0.194% and standard deviation of 0.4. This
evaluation provides a baseline from which to standardize a measurement of cost to
economic activity. Based on this benchmark information some findings and possible
solutions pertaining to managing costs for hosting sustainable Olympics
are discussed.

As previously discussed in the literature, it is clear that cost overruns are a perpet-
ual issue in terms of hosting the Games and are typically measured as an increase
over the bidding budget for hosting (Flyvbjerg et al., 2016). Contributing factors to

Table 3. Olympic direct and operational cost to GDP and GNI Per capita ratio.
City Year Country Events Cost/GDP% Cost/GNI%

Rome 1960 Italy Summer
Tokyo 1964 Japan Summer 0.366 0.037
Mexico City 1968 Mexico Summer
Munich 1972 Germany Summer 0.358 0.030
Montreal 1976 Canada Summer 3.126 0.074
Moscow 1980 Soviet Union Summer
Los Angeles 1984 United States Summer 0.019 0.005
Seoul 1988 South Korea Summer
Barcelona 1992 Spain Summer 1.632 0.066
Atlanta 1996 United States Summer 0.054 0.014
Sydney 2000 Australia Summer 1.282 0.025
Athens 2004 Greece Summer 1.297 0.016
Beijing 2008 China Summer 0.157 0.233
London 2012 United Kingdom Summer 0.596 0.038
Rio 2016 Brazil Summer 0.269 0.055
Squaw Valley 1960 United States Winter
Innsbruck 1964 Austria Winter 0.254 0.002
Grenoble 1968 France Winter 0.725 0.037
Sapporo 1972 Japan Winter 0.039 0.005
Innsbruck 1976 Austria Winter 0.291 0.002
Lake Placid 1980 United States Winter 0.016 0.003
Sarajevo 1984 Yugoslavia Winter
Calgary 1988 Canada Winter 0.232 0.006
Albertville 1992 France Winter 0.150 0.009
Lillehammer 1994 Norway Winter 1.858 0.008
Nagano 1998 Japan Winter 0.059 0.007
Salt Lake City 2002 United States Winter 0.024 0.007
Torino 2006 Italy Winter 0.238 0.014
Vancouver 2010 Canada Winter 0.167 0.006
Sochi 2014 Russia Winter 1.124 0.158

Note. Avg Cost/GDP 0.597%; Avg Cost/GNI 0.0357%.
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this issue are the extravagant budgets and rosy outlooks that host cities submit to the
IOC to win support (Zimbalist, 2015) coupled with the lack of involvement of the
community in the development and adoption of the proposed budget (Taks, 2013).
The research of Flyvbjerg et al. (2016) demonstrates a cost overrun for all Olympic
Games, however, the trend of the Summer Games points to a decline in cost overrun
over time. In particular, the 1976 Montreal Olympic Games marks the worst Games
in regards to the financial management, with a 720% cost overrun. Following the
1976 Montreal Games, the Summer Olympic Games gradually reduce their cost over-
run, albeit the actual cost still exceeds the budget by a considerable amount.
Conversely, several Winter Games have cost overruns of over 300%, which include
Lake Placid 1980, Lillehammer 1994 and Sochi 2014.

When comparing the ratio of cost to national GDP and cost to GNI per capita, it
is evident that restraining the spending on the Games is crucial for the hosting coun-
tries. Without strategic financial planning, the hosting counties will bear significant
financial burdens both in the construction of non-sustainable venues to host the
Games and the yearly cost of maintenance after the conclusion. As such, the IOC can
propose stricter budget control rules in order to help hosting countries better manage
the cost. For instance, setting a cap on the ratio of cost to national GDP and cost to
GNI per capita can be a feasible solution. Under this new stringent cost control rule,

Table 4. Olympic total cost and country GDP (Baade & Matheson, 2016).
City Year Event Cost 2018 USD Country GDP 2018 USD Cost/GDP %

Seoul 1988 Summer 6.847 196.961 3.476
Barcelona 1992 Summer 17.277 629.202 2.746
Atlanta 1996 Summer 3.765 8100 0.046
Sydney 2000 Summer 7.292 415.666 1.754
Athens 2004 Summer 14.53 240.521 6.041
Beijing 2008 Summer 47.38 4598 1.03
London 2012 Summer 12.004 2662 0.451
Rio 2016 Summer 11.582 1796 0.645
Nagano 1998 Winter 16.057 4033 0.398
Salt Lake City 2002 Winter 2.632 10978 0.024
Turin (Torino) 2006 Winter 4.58 1943 0.236
Vancouver 2010 Winter 7.956 1613 0.493
Sochi 2014 Winter 53.698 2064 2.601

Note. Avg Cost: GDP 1.54%.

Table 5. Olympic total cost (Baade & Matheson, 2016) and country GNI.
City Year Event Cost (2018 Billion USD) GNI Per Capita (2018 USD) Cost/GNI %

Seoul 1988 Summer 6.847 4460 0.154
Barcelona 1992 Summer 17.277 15620 0.111
Atlanta 1996 Summer 3.765 30380 0.012
Sydney 2000 Summer 7.292 21110 0.035
Athens 2004 Summer 14.53 19580 0.074
Beijing 2008 Summer 47.38 3100 1.528
London 2012 Summer 12.004 41200 0.029
Rio 2016 Summer 11.582 8860 0.131
Nagano 1998 Winter 16.057 34450 0.047
Salt Lake City 2002 Winter 2.632 37470 0.007
Turin (Torino) 2006 Winter 4.58 34210 0.013
Vancouver 2010 Winter 7.956 44370 0.018
Sochi 2014 Winter 53.698 14660 0.366

Note. Avg Cost/GNI 0.194%.
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the hosting counties will devote more time and effort in planning, budgeting and
building sustainable venues that can generate positive long-term impacts for local res-
idents that are currently lacking from the hosting of mega events (Taks, 2013). Based
on our analysis of direct and operational cost to GDP of 0.597% for the Host
Country and a total cost to GDP of 1.54%, a recommended budget cap would be
0.2% of country GDP in direct and operational costs and 0.6% of GDP in total cost.
These recommendations provide a benchmark for the host community and IOC to
utilize in crafting the HCC. When creating and evaluating bids, this benchmark can
serve as a measurement for the scale of the budget and financial impact that hosting
will impose. It is also important to note, however, that not all countries will subsidize
the cost of the Games that occur in one of the cities, so the Host City is still encour-
aged to determine a realistic measurement that supports their hosting objectives.
Ideally, further investigation into this area will consist of the collection and compari-
son of reliable city (community) level economic data and accurate cost reporting to
provide insight into the true relationship of cost on the local level. This budget cap,
does, however aid cities in determining what the upper most limit on spending
should be based on previous reporting.

9. Conclusion

While the IOC should be applauded for their ongoing efforts to incorporate legacy
planning and sustainability in hosting the Olympic Games, the difficulty is the
lack of quantifiable data to aid in budget planning and evaluation. With that
thought in mind, we undertook our analysis of cost to GDP to provide a standar-
dized benchmark for evaluating the impact of hosting the Games on the actual
economic activity of the Host Country. The average cost of hosting from our data
is 0.597% of national GDP in direct cost and operational and 1.54% in total cost,
which demonstrates the impact of hosting as a percentage of the economic activity
for that year. In order to aid both the IOC and the host cities of the future in
managing their costs and planning for both the hosting and the succession of the
Olympics we encourage the IOC to adopt a metric that can be used to measure
and evaluate the cost of the hosting on the economic activity for the Host City.
This metric should be based on the total cost of hosting (both budgeted and real-
ized) and compared to the GDP or economic activity of the host community to
allow for more accurate reporting and budgeting decision making. As cost over-
runs continue to be a perpetual issue faced by host communities (Flyvbjerg et al.,
2016), the implementation of a benchmark provides means of comparison and can
be incorporated into the contract.

The current language in the HCC is vague and ambiguous regarding legacy, sus-
tainability and succession. This ambiguity leaves the decisions regarding legacy and
sustainability open to interpretation by the Host City that can contribute, in part, to
the cost overruns that have unfortunately become a part of the legacy for hosting the
Olympics. If transparency and accountability are keys to Olympic management
(Horne, 2007), then an ongoing effort needs to be made that changes the language
from one of vagueness, to one with concrete measurements and means for evaluation.
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One way to accomplish this is to create a metric that ties cost directly to the eco-
nomic activity of the host. As fewer cities are bidding to host the Games, in part
because of cost concerns (Zimbalist, 2015), the utilization of a benchmark also pro-
vides the IOC the opportunity to work with host cities to contain costs, if that is,
indeed, their intent. As mentioned previously, country GDP is an option, but a better
option would involve the activity of the city, unless the country is either subsidizing
the cost, or underwriting the cost. The activity for the city is substantially less than
the country as a whole, so the GDP ratio will not completely capture the cost of host-
ing, and a city specific measurement would be more appropriate. This inclusion of a
metric for evaluation of cost will also demonstrate that the IOC recognizes the impact
of hosting in smaller cities versus larger cities, which may change the financial cap-
ability of the host city to sustainably host the Olympics. Host Cities in larger, more
prosperous countries have lower ratios than smaller countries with less total produc-
tion, which allows for inaccuracies in the ratio as the impact on the host city
is unknown.

Along with the inclusion of a metric, we also encourage the IOC and Host City to
adopt a clause specifying the succession of the venues to avoid the continuation of
the White Elephant phenomenon by engaging in active leverage planning. This can
be accomplished by the Host City entering into partnerships to identify, engage and
contract with a permanent tenant for the venue construction prior to and during the
bidding process and through proper analysis that hosting a mega event such as the
Olympics will have on their strategic plan. Additional discussion and forecasting
should include an assessment on the cost of maintenance post Games that acknow-
ledge the ongoing financial burden placed on the host city once the hosting of the
Games is complete and how the host city plans to respond to those costs. This stipu-
lation would force the host city to evaluate the current and forecasted need for the
venue once the Olympics conclude and make decisions that ultimately help align the
Games with communities’ long-term plan. If there is no viable tenant or use for the
venue post Olympics, it may not be in the best interest of that bid city and the IOC
to enter into a contract, especially as smaller events with better alignment provide
greater community benefit (Agha & Taks, 2015). Cities that have a strategic leverag-
ing plan that accurately reflects the cost of development, maintenance and succession
will be better prepared to evaluate how the hosting of the Olympic Games fits within
this framework. Thus, preference should be given to cities that have a strong eco-
nomic base, demonstrated community need for venue construction with an identified
tenant and a country that is economically stable enough to support the cost in the
event of overruns.

Host cities also need to be fully aware that entering into an agreement to host the
Olympics is not something that should be taken lightly. The decision should include
an honest assessment of the economic and societal impact of hosting and a realistic
succession plan that leads to a positive community leveraging of the Olympics. This
is for the benefit of the city, the community, the IOC and all future hosts. Too often
the hosting of the Games have been done to showcase the city to the rest of the
world to gain rewards that never come. The sheer size and scope of hosting the
Olympic Games are unlike those of any other project. As such, adequate planning
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and implementation are necessary so that hosting does not create undue hardship on
those it is purported to help.
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